Formulation and justification of the relevance of the problem. In the context of promoting excellence in language education, the issues of language acquisition and developing global skills in ESP students have recently become widely discussed among English teachers justifiably. The European Center for Modern Languages (ECML) which is obviously an extensional part of the Council of Europe, focuses on the point how to overcome the gap between language policy which is in theory and classroom practice. The Center aims at making a constructive difference to the language education process. They provide this by promoting innovative approaches, advancing the quality of teaching and learning languages, supporting the implementation of language education policies, fostering productive cooperation between language education practitioners and decision makers.

A noticeable shift towards training ESP students in universities, on how to develop global skills precisely, has taken place. In Oxford University Press report they give a distinct idea that that English language teaching (ELT) is ideal for teaching students how to develop these skills. Global skills appear to be developed in order to operate in an international context. These skills are important for all to acquire, especially for ESP students [5].

Analysis of recent researches and publications. Taking into consideration the issue of the article, beside documents and reports, we have been analyzing the publications of practitioners mainly. Among them Sophia Fergus, who manages the marketing of Pearson’s portfolio of English language assessments; Olena Mikhodui, a senior ELT methodologist at the International Educational and Methodological Center Dinternal Education; Julio Foppoli, a teacher of English as a Second Language, creator and owner of esaudio.net, an online educational website with a technological edge; Douglas Brown who is a moderator and writer for www.totalesl.com and many others. They consider global skills to be essential for a life-long learning during which students are successful in the rapidly changing modern world. The researchers are certain that teachers need to equip students for situations and jobs which are typical and which we cannot confidently predict as well. Researchers, such as Van Dijk, Kelliel Woodson, Andrei Zakhareuski, Svitlana Shandruk and others are sure that essential process of encouraging excellence and innovation in language teaching states in the implementation of effective language education policies and learning strategies.

The objective of the article. Global skills are not restricted to any particular subject on the
tasks that allow for multiple responses will provide encouragement in this respect. Speaking about critical thinking, activities should be introduced that teach students how to critically evaluate information. For instance, ESP course students can participate in collaborative story writing. This is language learning and creativity, critical thinking, collaboration and communication in action.

Intercultural competence and citizenship skills can be perfectly developed in ESP classes as students have multiple opportunities to interact and learn from other cultures and from each other. According to the report, in language education, openness to other cultures and an appreciation of different cultural perspectives and ways of communicating is one of the foundations of communicative competence and intercultural awareness [report]. To enhance these skills teachers can provide opportunities such as excursions, cultural visits and student exchange programmes, as well as introducing diverse subject matter such as English and American films of appropriate story types and themes etc.

Digital literacy and related technology skills are essential for English language learners in the 21st century. Certainly, the principles of planning effective lessons apply when you incorporate digital literacy activities. POST, originally adopted from a business application, is one approach to developing an effective process of planning. POST stands for People (consider what the students can do and what their needs are), Objectives (identify what digital literacy skills students will develop in the lesson), Strategy (identify the activities that will lead to students’ reaching the lesson objective), and Technology (consider the technology that students will use in the real world) [4].

We agree with Douglas Brown that each learner and each learning experience is unique; yet educators can identify patterns in the learning process. Designing effective learning requirements requires a clear understanding of, and attention to, both commonalities and differences in the learners and the learning [3].

In the context of improvement of ESP students’ skills the idea of a learner-centered classroom is pretty effective as teacher can not only create a learner-centered classroom, but also shift his/her classroom position from simple lecturer to a knowledge facilitator. Consequently, it helps to develop students’ skills in critical analysis.

The research concerning shifting of paradigm from a teacher-centered classroom to a learner-centered classroom has shown that it makes the students more responsible for their education, forcing them to draw upon previously
learned skills in order to learn new material. So, here are some considerably important approaches: to link new information to prior knowledge is actually one of the approaches to create a learner-centered classroom as availability of background knowledge creates a context and foundation for better perceiving of new material; to engage students with process and context simultaneously. Engaging instruction is quite student-centered, due to which context comes alive as knowledge and skills are applied in context actively and interactively, also it provides a higher level of responsibility among their students; to access and organize information helps to develop effective thinking and learning skills. Students’ ability to organize, shape and connect information is fundamental; internal and external mediation. Thanks to it teachers and students mutually develop challenging goals and criteria to succeed in units and projects on future specialty [3].

One more but not less important element of a successful ESP course is authentic learning environment, which is seen by us as such when there is a well-grounded crossconnection of what you (as a teacher) want to teach and what they (students) are interested in. It is up to the teacher to involve students into authentic learning environment. This environment can be created via three constituent parts: authentic engagement; authentic tasks and authentic materials.

Authentic engagement takes place when students are involved without pushing, fulfill tasks subconsciously with interest and pleasure. Using kind of flipped classroom elements is very productive. All in all a teacher chooses those methods and such approaches he/she considers the best. If a teacher fails, authentic tasks and authentic materials are useless in attempts to create authentic learning environment.

Authentic tasks become such only when they have purpose connected with real or future students’ life, product that they create, diversity of outcomes they might have as a result. Authentic tasks are far more than language work, here some examples:

Ex.1: the task is – make a timeline. This task helps students to focus on such global life skills as creativity, critical thinking and collaboration. The topics can be either proposed by teacher or students can use their own ideas. In this task for students there are steps to follow: 1) choose the problem (for instance: digital addiction); 2) set the goal(s) (for instance: a cyber detox campaign); 3) how can social media support your cause; 4) think of a slogan for your campaign; 5) create a visual display to present your social media campaign to the class.

Ex. 3: the task is – photo slide show. This task helps students to focus on such global life skills as creativity, communication and digital skills. Students can be given any task here as well, for instance: create a holiday photo slide show.

Obviously, authentic materials are not just written by native speaker but something containing kind of inspiring content like BBC videos, usage gadgets, brand new books etc.

With so much focus on educators implementing technology in their classrooms we must consider formation of appropriate skills with students. To succeed in it, a teacher should experiment with new teaching techniques based on media and software platforms in order to maximize productivity and ensure a constructive students’ experience. In this respect, we take into consideration Van Dijk’s analyses of the main features of the new media. According to him, the first important feature refers to «the integration of telecommunications, data communications and mass communications in a single medium. It is the process of convergence. For this reason, new media are often called «multimedia». The second main feature is represented by «the rise of interactive media». Finally, the third characteristic is digital code as a technical media characteristic only defining the form of new media operations [9].

There are many benefits of learning ESP with the help of media. Internet is a window to different experience in a certain field, it allows future specialists to receive global skills. The Internet is more than just a pool of information. It is also a communication tool that gives the teacher and the students the capability to interact with other people around the world. The Internet helps with both technical and conceptual language mastery. Because language is not just words alone, but a highly complex network of syntactical relationships, besides it demands keyboard skills, file storage etc. Additionally, the Internet helps to expand and evolve the interaction between the teacher and the student, helping education become more focused on the student.

Secondly, using educational tools and software applications. There is a variety of
different tools out there that can help with many educational needs, ESP not withstanding. For a tool to be beneficial to both teachers and students, first should consider such evaluation criteria as: value the potential of the tool for achieving learning objectives; verify its usability to use the tool easily and to adapt it to the teaching context; take into account its interactivity from the point of view of communication and collaboration amongst learners; take into account important technical aspects to consider in terms of compatibility of operating systems, equipment, browsers, etc. [11].

If students find they are struggling to pick up the language, there are apps they can download to improve their English in a fun and engaging way. Here are top picks: FluentU. This app helps non-native speakers learn in a real-world context through music videos, commercials, news and inspiring talks; Memrise. This language-learning app quickly became popular after its inception in 2010 due to its enjoyable approach to language learning with a mix of science and technology that brings your mind to life; Google Translate. This is a handy app every ESP student should download. While the app’s main highlight is typing in a word to translate it to another language, there are a number of other features that make translating on-the-go much easier; Sounds: The Pronunciation App. Speaking English well is a vital component of mastering the language. This is why there is a speaking section in most English proficiency tests. This app by MacMillan Education helps students pronounce English properly, as you can record and compare your own pronunciation as well as look up and listen to over 650 words [2].

Nevertheless, we agree with Svitlana Shandruk that innovative technology is vitally useful, but it will never replace the value of a powerful teacher-student relationship. Sometimes student’s success depends on the strength of the teaching he or she receives. ESP educators: must create strong game plans; need to use comprehensible gestures and body language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create to use comprehensible gestures and body language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create to use comprehensible gestures and body language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create to use comprehensible gestures and body language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of the language to impart meaning to students; create visual lessons (possibly with the aid of

Conclusions and prospects for future research directions. There is a correlation between proficiency and intelligibility, so effective usage of global skills by ESP students today includes the art of being understood by others that is having intelligibility. Even students of lower general proficiency are capable of expressing what they mean, in a way that the listener understands, if they are using good global skills and intelligibility practices. In these terms learning academic content through English is rather challenging. Being understood while using English as a second language is often extremely important in work environments, especially today when 78 percent of companies report the need for English-speaking employees. In this respect, we are sure that it is vitally important to continue researching ways how to develop and improve intelligibility with students as well as doing research on effective approaches to formation and development of ESP students’ skills.
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